2017 Junior Meet (1)
Hunt Seat Equitation
Show Date: 04-01-2017

Be ready before A.

1. Sitting trot A to B.
2. At B, posting trot circle to the right on proper diagonal.
3. At B, canter on the left lead to C.
4. Stop at C and back approximately one horse length.
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1. Walk over poles and bridge.
2. Back into chute.
3. Jog out of chute, around and thru box.
4. Jog thru box and around cone as shown.
5. Jog thru serpentine and over poles to gate.
6. Work gate with left hand and walk to finish.
1. Posting trot A to B and B to and around C showing proper changes of diagonal
2. At C sitting trot to D
3. Stop at D
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2017 Junior Meet (1)

English Bareback

Show Date: 04-01-2017

1. Postion trot A to B and B to and around C showing proper changes of diagonal
2. At C sitting trot to D
3. Stop at D
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Begin at the mid-point of the in gate end of arena (A).

1. Trot to the right, around the curve and to the mid-point of the straightaway (B). Stop briefly.
2. Canter a circle to the left on the left lead.
3. Trot on the rail to the mid-point of the opposite straightaway (C).
4. Circle to the left at the trot. Stop briefly.
5. Canter on the left lead down the straightaway, around the corner and to the mid-point of the straightaway (A).

The workout has been completed - Thank You.
2017 Junior Meet (1)
Western Showmanship
Show Date: 04-01-2017
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Be ready at A.

1. Trot to Judge.
2. Stop and set up for inspection.
3. When dismissed, perform a 180 degree turn and walk approximately two horse lengths.
4. Trot to A and trot a square corner. Continue to trot to B.
5. Stop and perform a 90 degree turn.
6. Walk to exit.
Be ready at A.

1. Walk from A to B.
2. Trot from B to C.
3. Stop at C and perform a 90 degree turn.
4. Walk to the judge.
5. Stop and set up for inspection.
6. When dismissed, perform a 90 degree turn.
7. Trot away from judge.
8. Follow the instructions of your ring steward.
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2017 Junior Meet (1)

Hunt Seat Showmanship

Show Date: 04-01-2017

Be ready at A.

1. Walk from A to and around B.
2. Trot from B to the judge.
3. Stop and set up for inspection.
4. When dismissed, turn approximately 90 degrees and follow the instructions of your ring steward.
1. Walk A to B
2. Jog a circle at B.
3. Continue the jog to C.
4. At C stop and back 4 steps.
2017 Junior Meet (1)
Western Bareback

Show Date: 04-01-2017
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1. Walk A to B.
2. At B jog around C to D.
3. At D perform a 180 degree turn to the right.
4. Back 4 steps.
2017 Junior Meet (1)
Western Equitation
Show Date: 04-01-2017

Begin before A at a jog.
1. Jog from A to B.
2. At B, lope on the left lead and circle at B as shown. Stop facing B.
3. Turn 1/4 turn to the left.
4. Back one horse length.
5. Jog to C. Stop at C.

Follow the instructions of your ring steward.
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